
SIS® NEWS – April 18 2016 

Virginia has moving from the classic SIS® to the revised SIS-A® and the SIS-C® which began on 

February 22nd, 2016.  Full implementation for new SIS A/C entry should begin on April 25th.   

AAIDD reconfigured the way the original (classic) SIS® was organized and added 3 new 

conditions under the Medical section. These 3 conditions were captured previously under the 

“Other” category.  More information about SIS-A® and SIS-C® can be found on the AAIDD web 

site under the link:   http://aaidd.org/sis/sis-a#.Vq-Fcf72bX4 

The SIS-Online Helpline number for the new SIS-A/C Online service will be: 202-387-1968 ext. 

211 

What does this mean to individuals, providers and families? There should be little difference 

other than reordering of items and the rating key.  

What does this mean to CSBs, Training Centers, and DD CM agencies?  Temporarily there will be 

two SIS-Online web sites with separate web addresses.   

Here’s how it will work: 

 Current “superusers” and “users” of SIS-Online will receive a new login/password email 

from SIS-Online for the new website.   The user name will be the same and a temporary 

password provided that will be changed on the first login to SIS-A/C®.   

 

 All Interviewers will complete and upload any in-progress records on Venture to the 

current classic SISOnline within 4 working days of the assessment for quality review and 

finalized in 19 working days.  “Superusers” and “users” can keep their access to the old 

classic SIS-Online system for a few weeks after the migration to ensure old records are 

completed, since SIS-A Online and the current classic SIS-Online are separate systems.  

 

 Both “Superusers” and “users” may begin using the new website and login sometime 

during the week of Apr 20th, 2016.  We are anticipating that by the end of May, the 

information from the current site will be transferred to the new site:  www2.sis-

online.org    Your access to the classic SIS system will end sometime in May. 

http://aaidd.org/sis/sis-a#.Vq-Fcf72bX4

